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Abstract— The Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) is
an operational wave monitoring and prediction program based at
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, part of the University of
California, San Diego. CDIP maintains an array of Datawell™
Waverider directional wave buoys in US and territorial waters.
Primary funding is provided by the US Army Corps of Engineers,
with additional funding from the State of California, the U.S.
Navy, various federal agencies, and the private sector. In recent
years, collaborations with NOAA’s regional Integrated Ocean
Observing System (IOOS) programs have further expanded the
CDIP array, which presently includes stations along the Atlantic
and Pacific mainland coasts, plus Alaska, Hawaii, the South
Pacific, Lake Superior, the Gulf Coast of Florida, and Puerto Rico.
Collecting reliable wave buoy data begins with using high
quality instruments and maintaining them properly. Working
closely with the buoy manufacturer, CDIP has been expanding
and improving pre- and post-deployment sensor validation
capabilities. Comprehensive and well-documented quality control
measures are then applied to the real-time data. Advanced
diagnostics and automated messaging have been developed to
provide watch keepers with real time notice of any environmental
conditions, vessel interference, or technical malfunctions that
invalidate the data. Newly available sensors, providing surface
current and air temperature data in addition to the waves and sea
surface temperature, have been beta-tested and incorporated. The
current data have been applied to better understand mooring
response to strong currents and effects on wave data. Lessons
have been learned and applied regarding the effects of biofouling
and anti-fouling measures. As a result, reliable data continue to
be collected that characterize long-term wave and sea surface
temperature climate, as well as wave conditions generated by
major storm events such as Hurricane Florence in 2018.
The growing buoy array and evolution of computing resources
prompted CDIP to overhaul its data processing, metadata
handling, and web hosting infrastructure in order to improve on
usability, scalability, reliability, portability and security. Cloud
based services are now utilized, and a variety of technologies such
as the THREDDS data server, Django™ Web Framework,
Django™ Rest Framework, and Docker® containers have been
adopted. These forward-looking upgrades will ensure the
robustness of CDIP’s data management capabilities, wave model
output availability, and web presence for years to come.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Coastal Data Information Program (CDIP) maintains an
array of Datawell™ Waverider directional wave buoys in US
waters around the world. Data are transmitted from the buoys
via the Iridium® satellite network every 30 minutes, and
disseminated via the web in near-real-time. Since its inception
in 1975, the program has produced a vast database of publiclyaccessible environmental data for use by coastal engineers and
planners, scientists, mariners, and marine enthusiasts.
In 2018, CDIP operated 40 wave buoy stations, and provided
data management for an additional 39 wave buoy stations
operated by partner agencies (Fig. 1). Availability of wave
spectrum and parameter data in real time from those stations
exceeded 99%, and upon eventual recovery, 100% of all buoy
data, including time series of displacements, are archived and
made publicly available in NetCDF format via a THREDDS
server. Ensuring the quality and reliability of the data has
necessitated the development of rigorous QC procedures and
application of newly available information technology tools.
II. INSTRUMENTATION
A. Quality Assurance and Quality Control of Wave Data
CDIP’s array consists of directional Waverider™ buoys
manufactured by Datawell™ (DWR). These buoys use Hippy40™ heave-pitch-roll sensors, a pair of horizontal
accelerometers, and a 3-component magnetometer to measure
wave energy and direction as a function of frequency. The
accelerations are translated into an x-y-z reference frame and
integrated to generate vertical, north/south and east/west buoy
displacements. Most CDIP buoys are DWR Mark III, which
measure waves with periods from 1.6 to 30 seconds, with an
accuracy of 3% of the measured value. Some newer fourthgeneration (DWR4) buoys are now being deployed as part of the
existing operational wave measurement network. The DWR4
sample at twice the rate of the Mark III buoy, thereby measuring
wave height with wave periods of 1 to 30 seconds with an
accuracy of 0.5% of the measured value.
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Fig. 1. Locations and station numbers of the CDIP buoy array, January 2019.

CDIP constructed a calibration verification Ferris wheel
based on a Datawell™ design, and, since 2006, it has been used
to test the heave response of wave buoys at periods of 6.25, 12.5
and 20 seconds as part of CDIP’s standard pre-deployment
procedures. The buoys use magnetic field measurements to
determine the directionality of the wave energy, so in 2018
CDIP re-designed the drive shaft and motor mount of the Ferris
wheel to ensure that the wheel path is clean of any significant
anomalous magnetic fields, and it is now able to provide more
reliable verification of each buoy’s ability to resolve wave
direction (Fig. 2).
CDIP has begun conducting an additional verification of the
balance of the stable platform inside each buoy’s Hippy-40
sensor. Stability of the platform is critical for accurately
measuring heave accelerations used for estimating the wave
energy spectrum, and for providing a point of reference for
measuring the pitch, roll, and horizontal accelerations of the
buoy critical for estimating the wave directional parameters.
The buoy is rotated 540° and the pitch and roll values are
monitored over the next ~30 minutes while the platform rotates
back into equilibrium. Diagnostic information from this test
(Fig. 3) indicates whether the platform is balanced to within the
specified limit of 1°, and also verifies whether the natural
harmonic period of the stabile platform is at least 40 seconds.

Fig. 2. Results of a routine wave buoy calibration verification check on
CDIP’s Ferris wheel. Green indicates values that are within established
tolerances.
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nor’easters in recent years [2] [3]. During Hurricane Florence
in September 2018, records were set for greatest significant
wave height (Hs) values ever measured at station 217 Onslow
Bay Outer, NC, with 3.1 years of wave data, and station 150
Masonboro Inlet, NC, with 10.0 years of wave data.
Even in hurricanes, the buoys generally continue to operate
nominally and stay in communication, allowing CDIP to
provide the National Weather Service with real time updates on
wave conditions. In extreme seas, breaking waves can apply
non-orbital surge motion to the buoys, or possibly overturn
them, and CDIP’s quality control checks successfully rejected
these records to prevent contamination of the real-time data.
Extreme sea states tend to interrupt the longer Iridium® calls
required to transmit displacement path data files, so missing
storm wave data are back-filled shortly following each event to
provide the ocean research community with a complete and
timely record of the data in CDIP’s archive.
Fig. 3. Results of a platform balance and stability test.

While deployed, buoy data are subjected to a series of quality
control checks in compliance with the Integrated Ocean
Observing System (IOOS) Quality Assurance of Real-Time
Oceanographic Data (QARTOD) standards [1].
First,
checksums and file IDs are used to determine if data were
telemetered properly from the buoy. During processing,
parameter values are checked to ensure they fall within
acceptable operational limits. The frequency spectrum is
rejected if they do not. The magnetic inclination value is
checked, and an automated warning message is sent for values
> 3° from expected, which can be caused by buoy malfunction,
magnetic interference from a boat motor, or a hull breach. The
Check Factors (CF), which are a ratio of horizontal to vertical
displacement at each frequency, are also inspected, and a
warning is issued if more than 25% of the spectral bands show
CF > 2.0, which would indicate that the buoy is restricted from
following orbital wave motion.

The most energetic waves have the greatest impact on storm
surge, run-up, erosion, and along-shore sediment transport,
giving the largest wave in each of the buoy hurricane records
(Hmax) particular significance. For Hurricane Florence, these
values are shown in Fig. 4, and were calculated as the maximum
wave height in the buoy displacement record, with Following
the example of [4], the largest vertical displacement of either
crest-leading or crest-following wave types was selected as the
most valuable datum.

Sea Surface Temperature (SST) data from each buoy is also
verified prior to deployment to be within 0.5°C of a reference
thermometer in a tank of water. SST data are inspected during
real time processing to determine if they are within an acceptable
range. A warning is issued in the case of extreme SST values,
which can indicate water intrusion due to the sensor’s location
near the bottom of the hull.
Once per day, all of the recently acquired condensed
parameters for each station are compiled and compared.
Automated tests check for spikes, acceptable ranges, repeated
values, directional spread, and directional randomness. All of
these automated measures, combined with periodic visual
inspections, are effective in preventing the distribution of
erroneous data. To assist CDIP and operations partners in
monitoring the array and responding to issues, diagnostics pages
and data dashboards have been developed.
B. Measuring Waves During Major Storm Events
Long term monitoring is crucial for establishing the
characteristics and return periods of extreme energy wave
events. The CDIP buoy array along the east coast of the
continental US has returned precise measurements of the wave
climate generated by a number of powerful hurricanes and

Fig. 4. Maximum individual waves measured by the CDIP buoy array during
Hurricane Florence, September 2018.
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C. Surface Current Data
In addition to measuring waves and SST, several of the new
DWR4 buoys in the CDIP array are also equipped to measure
surface current speed and direction using three acoustic
transducers integrated into the hull. CDIP has implemented
manufacturer-recommended automated QC checks for the
current data, adding flags to the data for instances when the
power of the reflected acoustic energy received by the
transducers is too low to generate reliable data, and when the
standard deviation of the speed or direction of the current
exceeds expected limits. Biofouling accumulation on the
transducer heads has been found to be the primary cause of QC
issues with the current measurement (Fig. 5) and so, in
consultation with Datawell™, CDIP has begun applying an antifouling polymer coating to transducer heads.
One location where the current data are adding value is at
station CDIP 241 Nome, Alaska, operated in partnership with
the City of Nome, the Alaska Ocean Observing System (a
NOAA IOOS regional association), and the Marine Exchange
of Alaska. Wave data is of interest for the planned expansion of
the Port of Nome, while the current data is of interest to the local
maritime community for support of navigation in real time. The
surface current at the port entrance (Fig. 6) flows perpendicular
to the channel, with abrupt reversals and changes in speed.
The CF for buoy motion, defined above, are periodically
elevated across a wide frequency band at stations subject to
strong surface currents, indicating potential for bias in the wave
directional parameters [5]. Currents measured by the buoy at
station CDIP 142 San Francisco Bar (Fig. 7) often exceed 1.5
m/s. These velocities are coincident with elevated CF, providing
a data set that can be used to help understand the influence of
currents on wave buoy measurements.

Fig. 6. A sample of current data measured at CDIP 241 Nome, AK, indicating
variation in speed (a) and direction (b) just outside the harbor entrance.

Fig. 5. Effect of biofouling on an acoustic transducer head used to measure
surface current at CDIP 201 Scripps Nearshore, CA. Received signal strength
(a) gradually decreased with barnacle growth, until (b) QC threshold of -52 dB
of attenuation was reached.

Fig. 7. A sample of current speed data (a) from CDIP 142 San Francisco Bar,
CA, and the (b) influence of strong currents on check factors, a measure of the
ellipticity of the buoy motion.
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III. DATA INFRASTRUCTURE
CDIP’s information technology goal is to provide highly
available data services that are easy to access and maintain.
Usability has been improved by standardizing CDIP data and
metadata dissemination via the THREDDS data service and
Django™ REST API, respectively. Recent modernization
efforts were motivated by the growth of the buoy array
(scalability), a need for the system to stay active to acquire data
and track buoy location data regardless of power outages,
network interruptions, and major disasters (portability and
reliability), and the increasing difficulty of maintaining secure
systems (security).
To this end, CDIP has adopted the strategy of using Amazon
Web Services™ (AWS) as a platform for Docker® containers
and Docker® “swarm” service management. Making use of
AWS, which has been found to be exceptionally stable, helps
address the issue of infrastructure reliability. Scalability and
portability were also improved because any resource such as
compute power, memory and storage can be increased to meet

future needs. Immediate failover to another AWS region can be
executed if necessary. Docker® containers and Docker® swarm
provide a single rubric for managing all services. Services
managed in this way are straightforward to update, test and
deploy. Security is enhanced not only by the ease of updating
and testing services, but also by limiting attacks to the domain
of the specific service through container separation.
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